New Revelations Page Work

What Is Revelations: Revelations is a 2D RPG with Simulation and Dungeon Crawling elements. 

The game takes place in the neutral nation of Fey and revolves around the life of the primary protagonists Ashley Lacure, Allison Armherst, and Thomas Ellowsworth. Secondary School has ended for Ashley and Allison and in three months they must decided whether to pursue guided professional careers or follow their own "risky" aspirations against their parent's will. 

The grandson of a famous IDOL Hunter, Ashley is an intelligent student who has an interest in engineering, but at the same time dreams of becoming an IDOL Hunter like his grandfather. As a Hunter, Ashley desires to discover two rare artifacts, The Tomb of True History called "John" and the SEED of the Lord hidden beneath Sumi. The two artifacts hold significant value in Falonia, John is said to possess the entire history of the "Lost Century", a period of 500 years in which Falonia lacked historical record. The SEED on the other hand is something of legend that is rumored to rest beneath Sumi.

As the story progresses Ashley and Co. eventually discover a massive undocumented Mana Reservoir beneath Sumi. Through the persuasion of Allison and the annoyance of Thomas the group sets out to explore the Reservoir in an attempt to find what others could not, a piece of history that remains a legend in the text books. While this all seems like a harmless adventure the following events set in motion the beginning of the end of the life that Ashley and his friends have grown so accustom to.

For more information access The Story section as well as The Cast section of the game page.


Features:
Adaptive Leveling System: Advance levels not through grinding but through game play.
Ability System: Utilize Ashley's Creative Genius, Thomas' Chef's Instinct, and Allison's Private Contacts to create tools for exploration, prepare meals with various effects, and obtain discounts, hints, and suggestions while playing Revelations. 
Dungeon Crawling and Exploration: Through the uses of Field Skills such as Sprint, Explosives, and Radiant Light search the Sumi River Valley high and low for traces of the "Lost Ones" and the SEED of Sumi.
Expansive Story and World: As Ashley make decisions that will effect your Social Links with those around you, take hold of your story and watch as Sumi evolves through a Day/Month/Season's System. 
Guild System and Jobs: As Ashley become an IDOL Hunter and take up work for your Guild to discover IDOLs and advance the technological growth of Falonia, as Thomas take up arms and harness the power of IDOLs to defeat the threat of the Miasma Fiends surrounding Sumi. Players can take Guild jobs to obtain money and Social Links.
Path Progressions: Customize your characters through the use of unique Talents, Actions and Battle commands. 
Social Links and Force Arts: Gain friends and foes as you obtain Social Links, which influence your ability to learn Force Arts.
Touch Based Encounters and Enhanced DBS: Enemy can be passive and aggressive and the only way to know is by getting close. Dodge, engage and trick enemies as you progress through your journey.

For more information access The Mechanics section of the game page.


Adaptive Leveling: Revelations does not utilize a traditional leveling system; instead each stat is leveled individually unless Path Progression is applied. 

Revelations uses a stat increase system similar to that found in Skyrim. Each stat is increased through doing an action that directly and sometimes indirectly affects the state.
Example: Pushing boxes and using the "Rush" command in battle will slowly increase your Force Statistic. 

The game possesses 6 Primary Statistics:
Health: Health Points until K.O, also utilized in performing Specials.
Mana: Mana Points utilized for performing Actions and Force Arts.
Force: Influences "Rush!" Battle Command, physical Actions and Special Attack Damage.
Resistance: Influences "Parry" Battle Command, defensive capabilities, Guarding Recovery Rates, as well as resistance to Status Effects. 
Arcane: Influences the offensive and defensive abilities of Force Arts as well as IDOL abilities. 
Speed: Influences Attack Speed, Evasion and specific Actions such as "Steal's" success rate.

Each of these statistics can be increased through the adaptive level system, the games main menu will provide progress on each stat’s level and experience required to reach the next level.

The game also possesses 3 Secondary Statistics:
Mechanics: Exclusive to Ashley.
Cooking: Exclusive to Thomas.
Charisma: Exclusive to Allison.


Ability Systems: The game has three unique ability systems that are available only when the specific character associated is within the party and you are at an Ability Point. 

Creative Genius: By fixing objects around Sumi you will increase your Mechanic Statistic. This will allow you if you have the specific items and blue prints to create tools that can be used in battle to defeat enemies and on the field for exploration and in some cases advanced forms of transportation. While Ashley can create objects without Blueprints it will decrease his chance of success. Crafting items will also increase your Mechanics Statistic.

Chef's Instinct: By obtaining recipes and ingredients, Thomas can create meals for the team. While these meals cannot be eaten in battle they provide status buffs and random effects to the party for long durations. All of these cooked meals will replenish your party's Stamina Bar. Cooking can be done without recipes but this will decrease your chances of making a desired meal as well as creating meals with random effects. Cooking food will increase you Cooking Statistic. 

Private Contacts: By making Allison the lead party member and increasing your Social Links you will be able to demand favors from individuals. This ability has a variety of effects, but most of the time Allison extorts NPCs into giving her lower prices on items as well as hints and tips during exploration. By increasing Social Links and using Private Contacts you will increase your Charisma. 

Dungeon Crawling and Exploration: The majority of game play within Revelation exists in "The Lost Ones" as well as the Sumi River Valley. Within these areas you will explore, solve puzzles, and fight enemies.

The games dungeon crawling aspect takes root in "The Lost Ones" a secret Mana Reservoir that has been uncharted. As you progress lower into the Reservoir you will run into different levels with various fiends, effects, traps, and items left behind by an ancient civilization. The game utilizes a Stamina System to regulate exploration; once your Stamina is drained you will be asked to return back home by your party. If you accept you will leave The Lost Ones and return home, if not you will be penalized with the "Drained" Status Effect. 

Note: At times it is better to push on even with the "Drained" Status Effect. Players under this condition will reach new floors in the dungeon as well as gain Adaptive Leveling bonuses for the handicap. 

To add to Exploration the player can use Field Actions which are specific to each character, these actions are useful in The Lost Ones providing projectiles to hit switches, ropes to clear chasms, and bashes to clear heavy obstructions. Field Actions require Stamina.

Note: Stamina can be replenished by eating/drinking food or beverages and sleeping in your bed.


Expansive Story:

The games story can be changed based on the choices Ashley makes at "Critical Points", they will increase/decrease Social Links, unlock side stories, and contribute to the games ending.

The game also features a Day/Month/Season/Weather System, which will change Sumi as well as the exploration of specific areas. 

Note: The Lost Ones is heavily affected by the weather, rain will often times change the water level of areas. 

In regards to events as a whole, the majority of the events in Revelations are time specific, which means that 1) this event will trigger at a specific time or 2) if you are at the right place at the right time you will see or become part of an event. The games main story utilizes the first option the side stories, which flesh out the main story, are represented in the 2nd option. 


Guild and Job System: Ashley and Thomas will eventually belong to the Hunters and Arc Knight Guild respectively. Once you become members of these guilds you will be able to go on Guild Missions to increase your Rank as well as obtain Lue. Increased Rank will allow you to go one harder missions and increase you payment for these missions. Completion of Missions will give you GP that can be used in Path Progression to purchase Talents (Passive Skills/Statistical Increase), Actions (Active Skills), and Vocations (Conditional Rewards). 

Note: Because you do not gain money for enemies this system is essential in order to maintain your parties status during exploration.


Path Progressions: This is the game secondary Leveling System and allows for much character customization. Through the acquisition of GP you will be able to progress with a specific path designed for each character. Each character will have 7 Paths.

This system will be elaborated further when completed. 

Social Links and Force Arts: The game's magic system uses a different approach to Magic Progression. With the Force Arts System players are able to equip Mana Orbs to two Equipment Slots these Orbs will allow a player to obtain their introductory abilities on the Force Map in the Main Menu. Force Arts increase in strength based on the level of your Arcane Statistic, however in order to obtain new Force Arts players must purchase them from the Force Map. Purchasing Force Arts can only be done by obtain Social Link Levels. At each new Social Link Level, 100 SP will be reward to the player's party. These points will allow for the player to purchase Force Arts for their characters.

Combat: This system will be discussed in detail when completed.

